Empower your
IoT solution with
outstanding maritime
data insights
Delivered in a unified plug-andplay data service

Support your clients
with high-quality
maritime data services
Provide live, historical, and predictive data for cost-saving decisions. Compliment your IoT
solution with an end-to-end maritime journey overview. Your customers will save both time and
money with GateHouse Maritime data discretely delivered right next to your enterprise data.
They get information about potential problems with transportation of their valuables in due time
to make corrective measurements.
With unlimited access to any vessel’s location directly in your dashboard, you can keep your
clients posted on expected ETA of their shipment and provide push-warnings about delays.
With GateHouse Maritime Data services, you can add these features to your services:
•

A precise and holistic view of the end-to-end shipment journey

•

Accurate arrival predictions

•

Unlimited location of any vessel via an IMO-search directly in your dashboard

•

Insights into waiting time, congestions, clearance etc.

•

Push warnings about unexpected events

•

And many more!

Explore, how big data can help grow your
business
Digitalize your business even further; provide

Tell us about your challenges in an online

your customers with cost-saving insights

session where we can discuss how big data

about their shipments.

can be a possible solution to some of your

Get access to high-quality offshore location

needs.

data and precise predictions, and help your
clients improve their planning and optimize
handling of time and money consuming
events.

Book a free trial 

Unlimited access in a
plug-and-play solution
GateHouse Maritime Data Foundation is a uniform data stream
seamlessly integrated in your dashboard in a quick set-up into either
your existing or custom-build application via an API. Combine 10 years
of accumulated data, actual, and predictive data with your IoT enterprise
data and build high-quality support for your customers.

5M

Containers tracked

6K

Container vessels tracked

4K

Ports covered

150K

New data points per day
(104.166 in the last 60 sec)

300B
Data points

300 billion competitive
advantages
Offer the market’s best service and attract customers. By adding high-quality maritime data, you
can extend your services with a holistic end-to-end journey overview. With more than 300 billion
data points from ports, vessels, and container events you can support your clients with the
market’s best decision-making data foundation of historical and live data.
GateHouse Maritime Data Foundation offers you:

• Machine learning
With a mix of your own data and GateHouse Maritime data services you get the benefits
of applying machine learning to real problems and real data. With the intelligence from our
algorithms, you can offer your clients an even better platform for optimizing their business.

• Beyond real-time
Access and analyze endless amounts of both live and historical data. Combine master data
with AIS data and provide clients with optimum conditions for cost-saving and accurate
decision-making, such as push warnings about delays in time to make corrective measures.

• Unified format
Big data saves you time and reduces errors. Get maritime data in a uniform format from just
a single source. Integration to your dashboard is a one-time easy setup. You can focus on
using the data to grow your business and support your customers.

Get a peek of how our data can help grow your
business
Book a demo and see how our ocean

clients will benefit from cost-saving insights

transport data can further digitalize and enrich

tailored to your business needs.

your services. Let us show you how smoothly
our data is integrated into your system in a
quick plug and play setup without any further
system adaptations. During the demo, we will
answer all your questions about how your

Let us help grow your business.

Book a free trial 

About GateHouse
Maritime
GateHouse Maritime is an experienced and trusted supplier of
data to logistics operators worldwide.
When it comes to data capture, data fusing, and machine learning,
GateHouse Maritime is second to none.
We help our customers conquer the vast sea of data and turn
numbers into knowledge and happy customers.

+45 7020 1910
maritime@gatehouse.com
www.gatehouse.com

